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In this paper, we investigate the phase structure of the dense quark matter in the presence of baryon μB,
isospin μI , chiral μ5, and chiral isospin μI5 chemical potentials in the framework of the Nambu–Jona-
Lasinio model. We show that, in the large-Nc limit (Nc is the number of quark colors), there exist three
duality correspondences in the model. The first duality is between the chiral symmetry breaking and the
charged-pion condensation phenomena, and there are two new dualities that hold only for chiral symmetry
breaking and charged-pion condensation phenomena separately. These dualities show that chiral symmetry
breaking phenomenon does not feel the difference between chiral μ5 and chiral isospin μI5 chemical
potentials, and charged-pion condensation phenomenon does not feel the difference between isospin μI and
chiral μ5 chemical potentials. We show that μ5 can generate charged-pion condensation, but this generation
occurs at not so large baryon densities. In the case of both chiral imbalances (chiral μ5 and chiral isospin μI5
chemical potentials), the phase portrait is rather rich, and we show that charged-pion condensation in dense
quark matter takes up a large part of the phase diagram. Charged-pion condensation in dense quark matter
happens even in the case of zero isospin imbalance and requires only chiral imbalances; this fact can be
demonstrated with the use of one of the new dualities and this is only one example of when these dualities
are of great use in exploring the phase diagram.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is widely believed that quantum chromodynamics
(QCD) is the theory that describes strong interacting
processes that occur in dense and/or hot baryonic (quark)
matter, which is formed in neutron stars, in heavy-ion
collision experiments, or was created in the early Universe,
etc. It is clear that the first principle perturbative QCD
method can be applied for analytical investigation of these
processes only in the high energy region. But at low
energies nonperturbative QCD methods (like large-Nc
expansion, lattice QCD, etc.) and/or different effective
theories (models) are usually used for consideration of
QCD phenomena.
Each effective model can be regarded only as a more or

less plausible approximation of low energy QCD, so this is
not a first principle approach. On the other side, numerical

simulations of QCD on the lattice (the method is called
lattice QCD) turn out to be a real nonperturbative approach
to the theory, starting from first principles. But the region of
nonvanishing (rather large) baryon chemical potential μB
remains out of reach of present lattice computations, due
to the famous fermion sign problem (complex fermion
determinant), because the main method of lattice QCD—
Monte Carlo simulations—cannot be applied to QCD at
finite μB. So dense quark matter is studied, as a rule, in
terms of effective field theories. The most widely used
low energy effective model for QCD is the Nambu–Jona-
Lasinio (NJL) model [1] (see, for review, Refs. [2–4]). The
degrees of freedom in this model are not hadrons but
quarks. They are self-interacting and there are no gluons
in consideration; they are in a sense integrated out. The
most attractive feature of NJL models is the dynamical
breaking of the chiral symmetry (quark acquirement of a
comparatively large mass) and hence it can be used as a
basis model for the constituent quark model. But the main
drawback of the NJL model is a lack of confinement.
However, one can extend the NJL model to the so-called
Polyakov NJL model (PNJL model, see, e.g., in Ref. [5]),
in which confinement is imitated by a background
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(temporal) gauge field representing Polyakov loop
dynamics.
Here we use the NJL model and try to capture the physics

of chiral symmetry breaking and other phenomena, which
can be rather properly described in terms of this model. Of
course, there is no confinement in our consideration and it
is quite a drawback, but the qualitative description of
different phenomena can be attained even in the framework
of the NJL model. Description in terms of the PNJL model
can grasp the confinement-deconfinement phase transition
and it is a much better approximation for real QCD. It
would add the completely new rich structure of confine-
ment-deconfinement regimes but it is a rather involved
consideration and it should not change qualitatively the
results of this paper, probably just shifting slightly some
phase transition lines. Let us note that the NJL model does
not have the sign problem because it does not have gluons
at all. But the PNJL model, which captures the gluon
contribution and the confinement, has the sign problem just
like QCD, but it is not that severe [6].
In addition to temperature and baryon chemical potential

μB, there are other quantities that describe real quark matter
(note that further on we discuss quark matter composed of
only light u and d quarks). One of them is the isospin
chemical potential μI , which is involved in considering
systems with isospin asymmetry (different densities nu and
nd of u and d quarks, correspondingly). Isospin asymmetry
does exist in nature, e.g., in the case of neutron stars.
Another example is relativistic heavy-ion collisions, where
isospin asymmetry is a very plausible scenario. Recently, it
was shown that the charged-pion condensation (PC) phase
is generated in QCD matter if μI is greater than the pion
mass. This result was obtained in the framework of an
effective chiral Lagrangians approach [7–10] and was
supported by QCD lattice calculations, performed at zero
baryon chemical potential μB [11–13].
From a long time ago, the idea of a pion condensate in

the core of neutron stars has been considered in con-
nection with the cooling process of a neutron star (see,
e.g., Refs. [14]). This idea is one of the motivations to
study the behavior of pions at both extreme isospin and
baryon densities, searching for phase transitions in the
hadronic matter, etc. The generation of charged PC
phenomenon was also found in the NJL model [15–
18], but the existence of the charged PC phase in dense
quark matter with isospin imbalance was predicted there
without sufficient certainty. Then the factors that can
promote this generation were found. It was shown that a
charged PC phase might be realized in a dense quark
system with finite size [19], in the case of a spatially
inhomogeneous pion condensate [20], in the case of chiral
isospin imbalance in the system [21,22], or by a rotation in
the magnetic field [23]. Some conclusions have been
made using a (1þ 1)-dimensional toy NJL model, and
some have been shown to be more general and proved to

be, to some extent, model independent (influence of chiral
isospin imbalance [21,22]).
There is another captivating phenomenon that falls into

the spotlight quite recently, namely, the chiral imbalance
(different densities of right-handed nR and left-handed nL
quarks).1 The study of how chiral imbalance can influence
the phase diagram of QCD is now getting increasing
attention. This phenomenon stems from the highly non-
trivial nature of the vacuum of non-Abelian gauge theories
in general, and of QCD in particular, that allows for the
existence of topological solutions like sphalerons.
Sphalerons are classical solutions describing transitions
going above the barrier between the vacua. Sphaleron
processes are allowed at high temperatures and, through
the Adler-Bell-Jackiw (chiral) anomaly, in the framework
of QCD, they can generate a chiral imbalance. It is expected
to occur in event-by-event P and CP violating processes in
heavy-ion collisions [24]. In addition, media with chiral
imbalance (chiral media) can be realized in Dirac and Weyl
semimetals [25], early Universe [26,27], neutron stars, and
supernovae [28,29], i.e., in various physical systems, and it
is important to study their properties.
It is clear from what was said above that chiral imbalance

of the system is characterized by the quantity n5¼nR−nL,
which is usually called chiral charge density. In the grand
canonical approach to QCD, instead of n5 the correspond-
ing chiral chemical potential μ5 appears. In a microscopic
picture, the chiral charge n5 is a more relevant quantity, but
for technical reasons, it is easier to work with μ5. Due to
finite quark condensate (which is responsible for processes
that change chirality) as well as quantum chiral anomaly,
the chiral charge n5 is not a strictly conserved quantity.
Therefore, μ5 chemical potential is not conjugated to a
strictly conserved quantity. Denoting by τ the typical
timescale in which chirality changing processes take place,
one can treat μ5 as the chemical potential that describes a
system in thermodynamical equilibrium with a fixed value
of n5 on a timescale much larger than τ (on the timescale
that is larger than the one needed for n5 to equilibrate).
Earlier, the influence of the chiral μ5 chemical potential

on the properties of quark matter was investigated at μI ¼ 0
in the framework of some effective theories [30–37]. Since
baryon charge, isospin asymmetry, and chiral charge are
possible physical parameters of real quark matter, an
interesting task, how the competition between chemical
potentials μB, μI , and μ5 influences its phase structure, is in
order. In particular, we are interested in solving the question
whether (and if it does, under what conditions) the chiral
chemical potential μ5 promotes the generation of a charged
PC phase in dense quark matter. Taking into account all

1The distinction between chiral isospin imbalance taken into
account in Refs. [21,22] and chiral imbalance phenomenon will
be clarified below as well as in Sec. II.
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these questions, we will, however, further extend our
approach to the problem in the following way.
Note that the notion “chiral charge density” n5 can

be introduced also for individual quark flavors. Namely,
nu5 ≡ nuR − nuL and nd5 ≡ ndR − ndL are chiral charge
densities of u and d quarks, respectively. It is evident that
n5 ¼ nu5 þ nd5. Then it is possible to consider the quantity
nI5 ≡ ðnu5 − nd5Þ=2, which is called the chiral isospin
charge of the system, as well as the corresponding chiral
isospin chemical potential μI5. In contrast to chiral charge
n5, the chiral isospin charge density nI5 is a conserved
quantity in the simplest massless NJL models, which
describe systems composed of light u and d quarks.
However, since gluons interact in the same way with
different light-quark flavors, it is usually supposed that
in two-flavored QCD chiral charges nu5 and nd5 are equal,
hence, for real QCD quark matter, we usually have nI5 ¼ 0
and μI5 ¼ 0. Nevertheless, in the present paper, we will
study in the large-Nc limit a phase structure of the two-
flavored NJL model, which is extended by four different
chemical potentials, μB, μI, μ5, and μI5.
Previously, chiral imbalance in the form of chiral isospin

(μI5) chemical potential was considered both in quark
and pionic media in the framework of different model
approaches [21,22,38,39]. In particular, it was shown in
Refs. [21,22] that in the large-Nc limit (Nc is the number of
colors) there is a duality between chiral symmetry breaking
(CSB) and charged PC phenomena at μ5 ¼ 0. It means that
the phase portrait of the model under consideration obeys a
symmetry with respect to simultaneous transformations,
CSB ↔ charged PC and μI ↔ μI5. One of the goals of the
present paper is to understand how two different kinds of
chiral asymmetry, characterized by chemical potentials μ5
and μI5, respectively, interplay and influence the phase
structure of the NJL model and, especially, the duality
between CSB and charged PC phases. In our paper, we
show that the inclusion of yet another chiral chemical
potential (μ5) greatly enriched the duality properties of the
phase portrait of the model. Furthermore, at μI ≠ 0 the
chiral chemical potential μ5 can induce charged PC phase in
dense quark matter.
In the QCD, there could be more complicated light

meson condensations, such as ρ meson, ω meson, kaon,
etc., that are not considered in our paper and in principle
can break the duality of the phase structure. Let us make a
couple of comments on them. It was suggested early on
that, at sufficiently high μI , charged ρ mesons will undergo
Bose-Einstein condensation as pions [40,41]. In terms of
the holographic model for QCD at nonzero isospin density
in Ref. [42], it has been shown that, indeed, ρ mesons
condense for sufficiently high values of μI (μI > 1.7mρ).
This would have far-reaching consequences for the struc-
ture of isospin-rich nuclear matter, but it has been con-
cluded in [43] that ρ meson condensation is either avoided
or postponed to isospin chemical potentials much higher

than the ρ meson mass. In the context of our consideration,
even simple arguments based on a naive estimate based
on the vacuum mass mρ, let alone the above-mentioned
studies [43], is outside of the parameter range that we are
interested in (range of validity of the NJL model). So, in our
consideration, one can omit the possibility of ρ meson
condensation and the corresponding interaction.
It is well-known from the Walecka model [44], that the

vector channel is quite important at nonzero densities. The
inclusion of the vector interaction (and temporal vector ω
meson mode, ω0 ¼ q†q, condensation at finite chemical
potential μB) in the NJL-type models was discussed, e.g., in
[3,4,45–47]. Vector interaction and ω meson condensation
play an important role in the stabilization of quark matter,
as well as in the appearance of spatially inhomogeneous
phases on the QCD phase diagram [45]. Note also that the
position of the critical end point on the QCD phase diagram
is still under debate, and when the vector interaction is
taken into account, the first order transition line decreases
in length and the critical end point appears at a higher
chemical potential μB and lower temperature and can be
even removed from the phase diagram [47]. However, due
to the fact that the strength of this interaction is unknown
and, as a rule, it shifts the chiral-deconfinement transition
line along the chemical potential axis only by a maximum
of several tens of MeV for rather large values of the vector
coupling constant, it would not qualitatively change the
results of our investigation. Moreover, since the nonzero ω
meson condensate shifts effectively the quark number
chemical potential value, it does not spoil the duality
relations observed in our paper. So we assume, for
simplicity, that the vector coupling constant is zero and
ω condensate cannot affect the system.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, a (3þ 1)-

dimensional massless NJL model with two quark
flavors (u and d quarks) that includes four kinds of
chemical potentials, μB, μI , μI5, and μ5, is introduced.
Furthermore, the symmetries of the model are discussed
and its thermodynamic potential (TDP) is presented in the
leading order of the large-Nc expansion. In Sec. III, the
duality properties (dual symmetries) of the model TDP are
established. Each duality property of the model means that
its TDP is invariant under some interchange of chemical
potentials as well as, in some cases, simultaneous inter-
change of condensates. The expressions for the TDP and
particle densities in different phases are obtained in the
section. Section IV contains the discussion on the phase
structure of the model and its different phase portraits are
depicted at zero temperature. Moreover, here the role of the
duality between CSB and charged PC phenomena and its
influence on the phase diagram is explained (Sec. IVA).
Also, other dualities valid only for one of the chiral
symmetry breaking or charged-pion condensation phenom-
ena are discussed here. In Sec. IV B, the case of μI5 ¼ 0
and μ5 ≠ 0 is considered. Here we show that chiral
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imbalance (μ5 ≠ 0) promotes the appearance of the charged
PC phase in dense quark matter with isospin asymmetry.
Section IV C contains the consideration of the general case
when both chiral isospin μI5 and chiral μ5 chemical
potentials are nonzero. In Sec. V, a summary and con-
clusions are given. Some technical details are relegated to
the Appendix.

II. THE MODEL

We study a phase structure of the two-flavored (3þ 1)-
dimensional NJL model with several chemical potentials.
Its Lagrangian, which is symmetrical under the global color
SUðNcÞ group, has the form

L ¼ q̄

�
γνi∂ν þ

μB
3
γ0 þ μI

2
τ3γ

0 þ μI5
2

τ3γ
0γ5 þ μ5γ

0γ5
�
q

þ G
Nc

½ðq̄qÞ2 þ ðq̄iγ5τ⃗qÞ2� ð1Þ

and describes dense baryonic matter with two massless
u and d quarks, i.e., q in (1) is the flavor doublet,
q ¼ ðqu; qdÞT , where qu and qd are four-component
Dirac spinors as well as color Nc-plets [the summation
in (1) over flavor, color, and spinor indices is implied]; τk
(k ¼ 1, 2, 3) are Pauli matrices. The Lagrangian (1) contains
baryon μB, isospin μI , chiral isospin μI5, and chiral μ5
chemical potentials. In other words, this model is able
to describe the properties of quark matter with nonzero
baryon nB¼ðnuþndÞ=3≡n=3, isospin nI ¼ ðnu − ndÞ=2,
chiral isospin nI5¼ðnu5−nd5Þ=2, and chiral n5 ¼ nR − nL
densities, which are the quantities thermodynamically
conjugated to chemical potentials μB, μI , μI5, and μ5,
respectively. [We use above the notations nf and nfLðRÞ for
density of quarks as well as density of left(right)-handed
quarks with individual flavor f ¼ u, d, respectively.
Moreover, nf5 ¼ nfR − nfL and nRðLÞ ¼ nuRðLÞ þ ndRðLÞ.]
The quantities nB, nI, and nI5 are densities of conserved

charges, which correspond to the invariance of Lagrangian
(1) with respect to the Abelian UBð1Þ, UI3ð1Þ, and UAI3ð1Þ
groups, where2

UBð1Þ∶ q → expðiα=3Þq; UI3ð1Þ∶ q → expðiατ3=2Þq;
UAI3ð1Þ∶ q → expðiαγ5τ3=2Þq: ð2Þ

So we have from (2) that nB ¼ hq̄γ0qi=3, nI ¼ hq̄γ0τ3qi=2,
and nI5 ¼ hq̄γ0γ5τ3qi=2. Wewould like also to remark that,
in addition to (2), Lagrangian (1) is invariant with respect to
the electromagnetic UQð1Þ group,

UQð1Þ∶ q → expðiQαÞq; ð3Þ

where Q ¼ diagð2=3;−1=3Þ. However, as it was noted in
the Introduction, the chiral chemical potential μ5 does not
correspond to a conserved quantity of the model (1). It is
usually introduced in order to describe a system on the
timescales, when all chirality changing processes are
finished in the system, so it is in the state of thermody-
namical equilibrium with some fixed value of the chiral
density n5 [30].
Sometimes the interaction terms in Eq. (1) are written in

a more general form,

L ¼ q̄
�
γνi∂ν þ

μB
3
γ0 þ μI

2
τ3γ

0 þ μI5
2

τ3γ
0γ5 þ μ5γ

0γ5
�
q

þ G1

Nc
½ðq̄qÞ2 þ ðq̄iγ5qÞ2 þ ðq̄ τ⃗ qÞ2 þ ðq̄iγ5τ⃗qÞ2�

þ G2

Nc
½ðq̄qÞ2 − ðq̄iγ5qÞ2 − ðq̄ τ⃗ qÞ2 þ ðq̄iγ5τ⃗qÞ2�: ð4Þ

If G2 ¼ 0, then Lagrangian (4) has the additional UAð1Þ
axial symmetry. In this case, n5 is a conserved charge of the
system, which corresponds to the invariance of Lagrangian
(4) with respect to the Abelian UAð1Þ group. In general,
both G1 ≠ 0 and G2 ≠ 0. The last term in (4) is ‘t Hooft’s
instanton-induced interaction term, which breaks explicitly
the UAð1Þ axial symmetry of the Lagrangian. In the
following, we choose G1 ¼ G2 ≡G=2 in Eq. (4) and hence
study only the standard NJL Lagrangian (1).
The ground state expectation values nB, nI , nI5, and n5

can be found by differentiating the thermodynamic poten-
tial of the system (1) with respect to the corresponding
chemical potentials. The goal of the present paper is the
investigation of the ground state properties (or phase
structure) of the system (1) and its dependence on the
chemical potentials μB, μI , μI5, and μ5.
To find the TDP of the system, we use a semibosonized

version of the Lagrangian (1), which contains composite
bosonic fields σðxÞ and πaðxÞ (a ¼ 1, 2, 3) (in what
follows, we use the notations μ ≡ μB=3, ν ≡ μI=2,
ν5 ≡ μI5=2),

L̃ ¼ q̄½γρi∂ρ þ μγ0 þ ντ3γ
0 þ ν5τ3γ

0γ5 þ μ5γ
0γ5 − σ

− iγ5πaτa�q −
Nc

4G
½σσ þ πaπa�: ð5Þ

In (5) and below, the summation over repeated indices is
implied. From the auxiliary Lagrangian (5), one gets the
equations for the bosonic fields

σðxÞ ¼ −2
G
Nc

ðq̄qÞ; πaðxÞ ¼ −2
G
Nc

ðq̄iγ5τaqÞ: ð6Þ

Note that the composite bosonic field π3ðxÞ can be
identified with the physical π0ðxÞ meson field, whereas
the physical π�ðxÞ meson fields are the following

2Recall for the following that expðiατ3Þ ¼ cos αþ iτ3 sin α
and expðiαγ5τ3Þ ¼ cos αþ iγ5τ3 sin α.
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combinations of the composite fields, π�ðxÞ ¼ ðπ1ðxÞ ∓
iπ2ðxÞÞ=

ffiffiffi
2

p
. Obviously, the semibosonized Lagrangian L̃

is equivalent to the initial Lagrangian (1) when using
Eqs. (6). Furthermore, it is clear from (2) and footnote 2
that the composite bosonic fields (6) are transformed under
the isospin UI3ð1Þ and axial isospin UAI3ð1Þ groups in the
following manner,

UI3ð1Þ∶ σ → σ; π3 → π3; π1 → cosðαÞπ1 þ sinðαÞπ2;
π2 → cosðαÞπ2 − sinðαÞπ1;

UAI3ð1Þ∶ π1 → π1; π2 → π2; σ → cosðαÞσ þ sinðαÞπ3;
π3 → cosðαÞπ3 − sinðαÞσ: ð7Þ

Starting from the auxiliary Lagrangian (5), one obtains in
the leading order of the large-Nc expansion (i.e., in the one-
fermion loop approximation) the following path integral
expression for the effective action Seffðσ; πaÞ of the bosonic
σðxÞ and πaðxÞ fields,

expðiSeffðσ; πaÞÞ ¼ N0
Z

½dq̄�½dq� exp
�
i
Z

L̃d4x

�
;

where

SeffðσðxÞ; πaðxÞÞ ¼ −Nc

Z
d4x

�
σ2 þ π2a
4G

�
þ S̃eff : ð8Þ

The quark contribution to the effective action, i.e., the term
S̃eff in (8), is given by

expðiS̃effÞ¼N0
Z

½dq̄�½dq�exp
�
i
Z

fq̄½γρi∂ρþμγ0þντ3γ
0

þν5τ3γ
0γ5þμ5γ

0γ5−σ− iγ5πaτa�qgd4x
�

¼½DetD�Nc; ð9Þ

where N0 is a normalization constant. Moreover, in (9) we
have introduced the notation D,

D ≡ γνi∂ν þ μγ0 þ ντ3γ
0 þ ν5τ3γ

0γ5 þ μ5γ
0γ5

− σðxÞ − iγ5πaðxÞτa; ð10Þ

for the Dirac operator, which acts in the flavor, spinor,
and coordinate spaces only. Using the general formula
DetD ¼ exp Tr lnD, one obtains for the effective action (8)
the following expression,

SeffðσðxÞ; πaðxÞÞ ¼ −Nc

Z
d4x

�
σ2ðxÞ þ π2aðxÞ

4G

�

− iNcTrsfx lnD; ð11Þ

where the Tr operation stands for the trace in spinor (s),
flavor (f), and four-dimensional coordinate (x) spaces,
respectively.
The ground state expectation values hσðxÞi and hπaðxÞi

of the composite bosonic fields are determined by the
saddle point equations,

δSeff

δσðxÞ ¼ 0;

δSeff

δπaðxÞ
¼ 0; ð12Þ

where a ¼ 1, 2, 3. Just the knowledge of hσðxÞi and
hπaðxÞi and, especially, of their behavior vs chemical
potentials supplies us with a phase structure of the model.
It is clear from (7) that if hσðxÞi ≠ 0 and/or hπ3ðxÞi ≠ 0,
then the axial isospin UAI3ð1Þ symmetry of the model is
spontaneously broken down, whereas at hπ1ðxÞi ≠ 0 and/or
hπ2ðxÞi ≠ 0, we have a spontaneous breaking of the isospin
UI3ð1Þ symmetry. Since in the last case the ground state
expectation values, or condensates, both of the field πþðxÞ
and of the field π−ðxÞ are not zero, this phase is usually
called the charged PC phase. In addition, it is easy to see
from (6) that the nonzero condensates hπ1;2ðxÞi [or
hπ�ðxÞi] are not invariant with respect to the electromag-
neticUQð1Þ transformations (3) of the flavor quark doublet.
Hence, in the charged PC phase, the electromagneticUQð1Þ
invariance of the model (1) is also broken spontaneously,
and superconductivity is an unavoidable property of
this phase.
In the present paper, we suppose that in the ground state

of the system, i.e., in the state of thermodynamic equilib-
rium, the ground state expectation values hσðxÞi and
hπaðxÞi do not depend on spacetime coordinates x,

hσðxÞi ≡M;

hπaðxÞi ≡ πa; ð13Þ

where M and πa (a ¼ 1, 2, 3) are already constant
quantities. In fact, they are coordinates of the global
minimum point of the TDP ΩðM; πaÞ. In the leading order
of the large-Nc expansion and using (13), it is defined by
the following expression,

Z
d4xΩðM; πaÞ ¼ −

1

Nc
SeffðσðxÞ; πaðxÞÞjσðxÞ¼M;πaðxÞ¼πa

:

ð14Þ

In what follows, we are going to investigate the μ, ν, ν5, μ5
dependence of the global minimum point of the function
ΩðM; πaÞ vs M, πa. To simplify the task, let us note that,
due to aUI3ð1Þ ×UAI3ð1Þ invariance of the model, the TDP
(14) depends effectively only on the two combinations,
σ2 þ π23 and π

2
1 þ π22, of the bosonic fields, as is easily seen
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from (7). In this case, without loss of generality, one can put
π2 ¼ π3 ¼ 0 in (14) and study the TDP as a function of
only two variables, M ≡ σ and Δ ≡ π1. So, throughout the
paper, we use the ansatz

hσðxÞi ¼ M;

hπ1ðxÞi ¼ Δ;

hπ2ðxÞi ¼ 0;

hπ3ðxÞi ¼ 0: ð15Þ

In this case, the TDP (14) reads

ΩðM;ΔÞ ¼ M2 þ Δ2

4G
þ i

Trsfx lnDR
d4x

¼ M2 þ Δ2

4G
þ i

Z
d4p
ð2πÞ4 ln DetD̄ðpÞ; ð16Þ

where

D̄ðpÞ ¼ pþ μγ0 þ ντ3γ
0 þ ν5τ3γ

0γ5 þ μ5γ
0γ5 −M

− iγ5Δτ1 ≡
�
A; U

V; B

�
ð17Þ

is the momentum space representation of the Dirac operator
D (10) under the constraint (15). The quantities A, B, U,
and V in (17) are really the following 4 × 4 matrices,

A ¼ pþ μγ0 þ νγ0 þ ν5γ
0γ5 þ μ5γ

0γ5 −M;

B ¼ pþ μγ0 − νγ0 − ν5γ
0γ5 þ μ5γ

0γ5 −M;

U ¼ V ¼ −iγ5Δ; ð18Þ

so the quantity D̄ðpÞ from (17) is indeed an 8 × 8 matrix
whose determinant appears in the expression (16). Based
on the following general relations

DetD̄ðpÞ ≡ det

�
A; U

V; B

�
¼ det½−VU þ VAV−1B�

¼ det½BA − BUB−1V�; ð19Þ

and using any program of analytical calculations, one can
find from (18) and (19)

DetD̄ðpÞ ¼ ðη4 − 2aþη2 þ bþηþ cþÞ
× ðη4 − 2a−η2 þ b−ηþ c−Þ

≡ PþðηÞP−ðηÞ; ð20Þ

where η ¼ p0 þ μ, jp⃗j ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p2
1 þ p2

2 þ p2
3

p
, and

a� ¼ M2 þ Δ2 þ ðjp⃗j � μ5Þ2 þ ν2 þ ν25;

b� ¼ �8ðjp⃗j � μ5Þνν5;
c� ¼ a2� − 4ν2ðM2 þ ðjp⃗j � μ5Þ2Þ

− 4ν25ðΔ2 þ ðjp⃗j � μ5Þ2Þ − 4ν2ν25: ð21Þ

It is clear directly from relations (20) and (21) that the TDP
(16) is an even function over each of the variablesM andΔ.
Moreover, in the most general case, it is invariant under the
transformation μ → −μ.3 Hence, without loss of generality,
we can limit ourselves in the following only by μ ≥ 0,
M ≥ 0, and Δ ≥ 0 values of these quantities. Since in our
consideration we study the interplay and competition
between two possible types of chiral asymmetry, it is
interesting to compare, first of all, the phase structure of the
model (1) in two particular cases, (i) ν5 ¼ 0 and (ii) μ5 ¼ 0.
Then in case (i), in addition to the previous parity property,
the TDP (16) is an even function separate with respect to ν
and separate with respect to μ5, whereas in case (ii), it is an
even function separate over ν and separate over ν5. In
addition, if ν ¼ 0, then the TDP is an even function
separate with respect to ν5 and separate with respect to
μ5. As a result, in all the above-mentioned cases, it is
enough to consider only positive values of nonzero chemi-
cal potentials, in order to imagine a full phase portrait of
the model.
However, if ν ≠ 0, ν5 ≠ 0, and μ5 ≠ 0, then it is easily

seen from relations (20) and (21) that the TDP (16) is
symmetric with respect to the following three transforma-
tions, where in each of them two chemical potentials
change their sign simultaneously: fν → −ν; ν5 → −ν5g,
fν → −ν; μ5 → −μ5g, and fν5 → −ν5; μ5 → −μ5g. All
these symmetries of the TDP can help to analyze the phase
portrait of the model. In particular, at ν ≠ 0, ν5 ≠ 0, and
μ5 ≠ 0, it is sufficient to study the phase structure only in
the case when arbitrary two of the ν, ν5, μ5 chemical
potentials take positive values, whereas the sign of the last
one is not fixed.

III. CALCULATION OF THE TDP (16):
DUALITY RELATIONS

A. Duality properties of the model

By the duality property (or symmetry, relation, etc.) of
any theory, we will understand any symmetry of its TDP
with respect to transformations as order parameters (in our
case, condensatesM and Δ) and free external parameters of
the system (these may be chemical potentials, coupling
constants, etc.). The presence of the dual symmetry of the
model means that its phase portrait also has some symmetry
with respect to the transformation of external parameters,

3Indeed, if simultaneously with μ → −μ we perform in the
integral (16) the p0 → −p0 change of variables, then one can
easily see that expression (16) remains intact.
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which can greatly simplify the construction of the phase
diagram of the system. [The invariance of the TDP (16)
under the changing of a sign of its parameters considered at
the end of the previous section is the simplest example of
the dual symmetry of the model (1). Due to this kind of
duality, it is enough to study the phase structure only, e.g.,
at μ ≥ 0, etc.] In general, there might be several duality
relations in the system. Below, we consider the most
interesting dualities, which exist in the large-Nc limit of
the massless NJL model (1).
The first duality property inherent to our model is easily

seen from Eqs. (16), (20), and (21). Indeed, it is clear from
these relations that the TDP of the system is invariant with
respect to the transformation

D∶ M ↔ Δ; ν ↔ ν5; ð22Þ

at fixed values of μ and μ5. It is the so-called main duality of
the system which means that if at μ, μ5, ν ¼ A, ν5 ¼ B the
global minimum of the TDP lies at the point (M ¼ M0,
Δ ¼ Δ0), then at μ, μ5, ν ¼ B, ν5 ¼ A it is at the point
(M ¼ Δ0, Δ ¼ M0). In the next section, we will discuss the
influence and meaning of this duality symmetry on the
phase structure of the model (1) in more detail, but just now
we would like to note that at μ5 ¼ 0 the property (22) leads
to the duality between CSB and charged PC phenomena
[21,22].4 In addition to (22), in the framework of our
model, there are two other so-called constrained duality
relations, which take into consideration the chemical
potential μ5. To find them, let us transform the expression
(20) for DetD̄ðpÞ. Namely, expanding the polynomials
P�ðηÞ in a series over Δ, we have

P�ðηÞ ≡ Δ4 − 2Δ2½η2 − ðjp⃗j � μ5Þ2 −M2 þ ν25 − ν2�
þ ½M2 þ ðjp⃗j � μ5 þ ν5Þ2 − ðη� νÞ2�
× ½M2 þ ðjp⃗j � μ5 − ν5Þ2 − ðη ∓ νÞ2�: ð23Þ

Then,

DetD̄ðpÞjΔ¼0 ≡ PþðηÞP−ðηÞjΔ¼0

¼ ½M2 þ ðjp⃗j þ μ5 þ ν5Þ2 − ðηþ νÞ2�
× ½M2 þ ðjp⃗j þ μ5 − ν5Þ2 − ðη − νÞ2�
× ½M2 þ ðjp⃗j − μ5 þ ν5Þ2 − ðη − νÞ2�
× ½M2 þ ðjp⃗j − μ5 − ν5Þ2 − ðηþ νÞ2�:

ð24Þ

It follows from Eq. (24) that at the constraint Δ ¼ 0 the
TDP (16) is invariant with respect to the transformation

DM∶ Δ ¼ 0; μ5 ↔ ν5: ð25Þ

In a similar way, it is possible to show that

DetD̄ðpÞjM¼0 ≡ PþðηÞP−ðηÞjM¼0

¼ ½Δ2 þ ðjp⃗j þ μ5 þ νÞ2 − ðηþ ν5Þ2�
× ½Δ2 þ ðjp⃗j þ μ5 − νÞ2 − ðη − ν5Þ2�
× ½Δ2 þ ðjp⃗j − μ5 þ νÞ2 − ðη − ν5Þ2�
× ½Δ2 þ ðjp⃗j − μ5 − νÞ2 − ðηþ ν5Þ2�:

ð26Þ

Hence, at the constraint M ¼ 0 the TDP (16) is invariant
with respect to the transformation

DΔ∶ M ¼ 0; μ5 ↔ ν: ð27Þ

Furthermore, one can note that the dualitiesDM andDΔ are
dual to each other with respect to D duality; indeed, if one
takes, e.g., DM duality and makes the transformation
M ↔ Δ, ν ↔ ν5, then one gets DΔ duality and vise versa.
So in a sense there exists only one independent additional
duality and the other can be obtained by the main duality.
The diagram explaining the dualities and their relations to
each other is depicted in Fig. 1.
The duality relation (25) [the relation (27)] means that if

at some values of the chemical potentials the CSB phase
(the charged PC phase) is realized, then at μ5 ↔ ν5 (at
μ5 ↔ ν) the same phase will be observed, if dynamically or
due to other reasons the pion condensate Δ is equal to zero
(the chiral condensateM is equal to zero) in the system. Let
us recall that throughout this paper we consider the phase
structure in the chiral limit (zero current quark mass). If one
is to consider nonzero current quark mass then the main
dualityD andDΔ duality will be only approximate. But the
duality DM will remain exact even without chiral limit. As
it will be shown in the next section, the presence of dual

FIG. 1. Diagram explaining the duality properties and their
relations. The main dualityD that is valid in the most general case
(M ≠ 0, Δ ≠ 0), the dualitiesDM and DΔ valid only when Δ ¼ 0
and M ¼ 0, i.e., outside of PC and CSB phases.

4Note that another kind of duality correspondence, the duality
between CSB and superconductivity, was demonstrated both in
(1þ 1)- and (2þ 1)-dimensional NJL models [48,49].
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symmetries D, DM, and DΔ of the model TDP can greatly
facilitate the process of finding its phase structure.
Let us elaborate a little more on the duality notion.

In our paper, it is a symmetry relation between condensates
(phases) and matter content (chemical potentials).
However, the notion of duality is more widespread, and
it is a very powerful concept that is used in different
domains of theoretical physics, ranging from string theory
to condensed matter physics, etc. For example, there is a
class of dualities called strong-weak dualities that connect
the weak coupling regime of one theory with the strong
coupling regime of the other. To this class belongs such a
famous duality as AdS=CFT (or gauge-gravity) duality
[50], which connects some strongly coupled four-dimen-
sional gauge theories at large-Nc to tractable weakly
coupled string theories living in ten dimensions. Now
AdS=CFT conjecture is a subject of very intense study.
Another example, which can also be attributed to the
strong-weak duality class is the duality between CSB
and superconductivity phenomena in low-dimensional field
theories. Indeed, in this case, the weak coupling CSB
phenomenon is dually conjugated to strong coupling
superconductivity and vice versa [49].
There is another class of dualities, which is also

historically connected to AdS=CFT duality. They are called
strong-strong dualities and usually bear another name,
large-Nc orbifold equivalences [38,51,52]. Orbifold equiv-
alences connect gauge theories with different gauge groups
and matter content in the large-Nc limit. In the framework
of orbifold equivalence formalism in [38] there have been
also obtained a duality between charged PC and CSB
phenomena. These dualities have been shown only for a
large number of colors Nc, but it was argued that the
universality may work approximately even for Nc ¼ 3.
The orbifold equivalence can dually relate gauge theories

with different gauge groups. For example, in the ordinary
orbifold equivalence, the sign-problem free gauge theories
such as SOð2NcÞ and Spð2NcÞ have been used to inves-
tigate the QCD phase diagram (outside the charged-pion
condensation region) that has the sign problem at finite
density (at μ > 0). This is the big advantage of the dualities
via the orbifold equivalence.
Our dualities do not have this advantage because they

connect different matter content of the same gauge theory.
For example, the QCD phase diagrams (μ, μ5) and (μ, μI)
are connected, but at zero μ both do not have a sign
problem, whereas at nonzero μ both do. The sign problem
is inherent to the QCD with nonzero μ. The lattice QCD at
μI5 has not been considered so far, and let us not discuss the
presence of a sign problem in this case. Let us just speculate
that if there is a sign problem in the case of μI5 then it can
connect sign problem free QCD with μI to the QCD with
chiral imbalance, nonzero μI5, and the sign problem can be
circumvented or outflanked in this way. If there is a sign
problem in the case of μI5 then one can still use the duality

in the following way. If the phase diagram with μ and one
of μ5, μI , μI5 (has the sign problem due to nonzero μ) is
considered on lattice using any method of lattice QCD at μ
(reweighting, analytic continuation, imaginary chemical
potential), e.g., (μ, μ5)-phase diagram, then the duality
can be used to map these results to the other section of the
(μ, μ5, μI, μI5)-phase diagram, and get, e.g., the (μ, μI5)-
phase diagram.
Sometimes it is possible to get immediately some non-

trivial phase diagrams merely by the duality mapping. For
example, we can use the results of the NJL model and
lattice QCD simulations with nonzero μ5 [31,32] and get
the QCD phase diagram with nonzero μI5 and hence
establish the catalysis of chiral symmetry breaking by μI5.
These dualities give us possibly very interesting insights

into the QCD phase diagram, for instance, the fact that the
pion condensation phenomenon (in the chiral symmetry
restored phase) is affected by isospin (μI) and chiral (μ5)
asymmetry in exactly the same way. This might be just a
coincidence or maybe there are deep reasons behind that.
Anyway, it is an interesting feature.
It is well known that the sign problem is absent in four-

fermionic theories like the NJL4 model (1), which effec-
tively describes the low energy region of QCD. So, the
NJL4 model (1) itself can be used, in principle, for the
investigation of the QCD phase diagram at arbitrary
permissible values of chemical potentials (less than
≈1 GeV) without using the duality relations D, DM, and
DΔ. In our opinion, another not so striking, nevertheless,
very attractive feature of these dualities is the possibility,
using the duality mapping, to predict the phase portrait in
the dually conjugated region of chemical potentials without
spending time on numerical calculations. Last but not least,
we also get the opportunity to use the dual relations to find
the values of many physical characteristics of the dually
conjugate phases as the values of condensates, baryon
density, etc.
Previously, the dualities of the QCD phase diagram have

been discussed only in the orbifold equivalence approach
and it is nice to establish dualities in other approaches, e.g.,
in this paper, the dualities are studied in the framework of
an effective model (the NJL model). These dualities
probably can be used to complement the dualities in
orbifold equivalence or one can get hints of dualities worth
checking in orbifold equivalence.

B. TDP and its projections onto M and Δ axes:
Quark number density

In order to find the TDP (25), we use the following
representation for DetD̄ðpÞ of Eq. (20),

DetD̄ðpÞ ¼ ðη − η1Þðη − η2Þðη − η3Þðη − η4Þðη − η5Þ
× ðη − η6Þðη − η7Þðη − η8Þ; ð28Þ
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where half of the eight quantities ηi are the roots of the
polynomial PþðηÞ, and the other half are the roots of the
polynomial P−ðηÞ. So,

ΩðM;ΔÞ ¼ M2 þ Δ2

4G
þ i

X8
i¼1

Z
d4p
ð2πÞ4 lnðp0 þ μ − ηiÞ:

ð29Þ

Then, taking into account a general formula

Z
∞

−∞
dp0 lnðp0 − KÞ ¼ iπjKj; ð30Þ

one gets

ΩðM;ΔÞ ¼ M2 þ Δ2

4G
−
1

2

X8
i¼1

Z
d3p
ð2πÞ3 jμ − ηij: ð31Þ

Each root ηi of the polynomials P�ðηÞ can be found
analytically in the form of a rather cumbersome expression
(the procedure is outlined in the Appendix). In our opinion,
there is no mixed phase in the massless NJL model (1). It
means that at arbitrary fixed values of chemical potentials
the global minimum point (GMP) of the TDP (16) lies
either on the M axis or on the Δ axis. This circumstance
significantly simplifies the investigation of the phase
diagram of the model, since in this case it is enough to
study only the projections F1ðMÞ ≡ΩðM;Δ ¼ 0Þ and
F2ðΔÞ ≡ΩðM ¼ 0;ΔÞ of the TDP (16) on the M and Δ
axes, correspondingly.5 Hence, let us find the functions
(projections) F1ðMÞ and F2ðΔÞ.
Looking at the relations (24) and (26), one can obtain the

roots ηMi of the polynomials P�ðηÞ at Δ ¼ 0, where

ηM1;2;3;4 ¼ ν�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
M2 þ ðjp⃗j � ðμ5 − ν5ÞÞ2

q
;

ηM5;6;7;8 ¼ −ν�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
M2 þ ðjp⃗j � ðμ5 þ ν5ÞÞ2

q
; ð32Þ

as well as the roots ηΔi of these polynomials at M ¼ 0,

ηΔ1;2;3;4 ¼ ν5 �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δ2 þ ðjp⃗j � ðμ5 − νÞÞ2

q
;

ηΔ5;6;7;8 ¼ −ν5 �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δ2 þ ðjp⃗j � ðμ5 þ νÞÞ2

q
: ð33Þ

Now, taking into account the relations (32) and (33), one
can find the following expressions for the projections
F1ðMÞ and F2ðΔÞ of the TDP (31) on the axes M and
Δ, correspondingly,

F1ðMÞ ≡ ΩðM; 0Þ ¼ M2

4G
−

1

4π2
X8
i¼1

Z
Λ

0

djp⃗jjp⃗j2jμ − ηMi j;

ð34Þ

F2ðΔÞ ≡Ωð0;ΔÞ ¼ Δ2

4G
−

1

4π2
X8
i¼1

Z
Λ

0

djp⃗jjp⃗j2jμ − ηΔi j:

ð35Þ
To obtain Eqs. (34) and (35) we have used in the integral
term of Eq. (31) the polar coordinate system and then
integrated there over polar angles. Moreover, in addition to
G, in Eqs. (34) and (35) the cutoff parameter Λ is
introduced. In the following, we will study the behavior
of the global minimum point of the TDP (31) vs chemical
potentials for a special set of the model parameters,

G ¼ 15.03 GeV−2; Λ ¼ 0.65 GeV:

In this case, at zero chemical potentials one gets for
constituent quark mass the value M ¼ 301.58 MeV. The
same parameter set has been used, e.g., in Refs. [4,16]. The
integration in Eqs. (34) and (35) can be carried out
analytically but the obtained expressions would be rather
involved. So it is easier to use numerical calculations for
evaluation of the integrals.
As a result, we see that, in order to find the GMP of the

whole TDP (31) [or (16)], one should compare the least
values of the functions F1ðMÞ and F2ðΔÞ. By this way, it is
clear that there can exist no more than three different phases
in the model (1). The first one is the symmetric phase,
which corresponds to the global minimum point (M0, Δ0)
of the TDP (31) of the form (M0 ¼ 0, Δ0 ¼ 0). In the CSB
phase, the TDP reaches the least value at the point (M0 ≠ 0,
Δ0 ¼ 0). Finally, in the charged PC phase, the global
minimum point lies at the point (M0 ¼ 0, Δ0 ≠ 0). [Notice,
that in the most general case the coordinates (condensates)
M0 and Δ0 of the global minimum point depend on
chemical potentials.]
Since one of the purposes of the present paper is to prove

the possibility of the charged PC phenomenon in dense
quark matter [at least in the framework of the NJL model
(1)], the consideration of the physical quantity nq, called
quark number density, is now in order. This quantity is a
very important characteristic of the ground state. It is
related to the baryon number density as nq ¼ 3nB because
μ ¼ μB=3. Let us present here the ways how expressions for
nq can be found in different phases. Recall that in the
general case this quantity is defined by the relation

nq ¼ −
∂ΩðM0;Δ0Þ

∂μ ; ð36Þ

where M0 and Δ0 are coordinates of the GMP of a
thermodynamic potential. So in the chiral symmetry break-
ing phase, we have

5However, in the particular case when μ5 ¼ 0, we actually
managed to show that the mixed phase is absent in the massless
NJL model (1) (see in Ref. [22]). By analogy, one can show that
at μ5 ≠ 0 it is also absent.
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nqðμ; μ5; ν; ν5ÞjCSB ¼ −
∂ΩðM0;Δ0 ¼ 0Þ

∂μ ¼ −
∂F1ðM0Þ

∂μ :

ð37Þ
Taking into account (34), it is not very difficult to get the
following expression

nqðμ; μ5; ν; ν5ÞjCSB ¼ 1

4π2
X8
i¼1

Z
Λ

0

djp⃗jjp⃗j2

× f2θðμ − ηM0

i Þ − 1g; ð38Þ

where ηM0

i is given by Eq. (32) at M ¼ M0.
In a similar way, the particle density in the charged-pion

condensation phase looks like

nqðμ; μ5; ν; ν5ÞjPC ¼ −
∂ΩðM0 ¼ 0;Δ0Þ

∂μ ¼ −
∂F2ðΔ0Þ

∂μ :

ð39Þ
Since the quantity F2ðΔ0Þ is defined by Eq. (35) atΔ ¼ Δ0,
one can get

nqðμ; μ5; ν; ν5ÞjPC ¼ 1

4π2
X8
i¼1

Z
Λ

0

djp⃗jjp⃗j2

× f2θðμ − ηΔ0

i Þ − 1g; ð40Þ

where ηΔ0

i is defined by Eq. (33) at Δ ¼ Δ0.
Finally, we present a few remarks on the duality proper-

ties of the projections F1ðMÞ and F2ðΔÞ. It is clear from
Eq. (25) as well as from Eq. (32) that F1ðMÞ is invariant
under the transformationDM∶ ν5 ↔ μ5. So, if dynamically
(or for some other reasons) pion condensation is suppressed
in the system (i.e., Δ ¼ 0), then in the (μ5, ν5)-phase
diagram the region with CSB phase is arranged symmet-
rically with respect to the line ν5 ¼ μ5. It means that when
we can ignore the appearance of the charged PC phenome-
non (e.g., when isospin asymmetry is absent and ν ¼ 0), the
influence of both ν5 and μ5 on the system is identical.
In a similar way, one can see from Eqs. (27) and (33) that

the function F2ðΔÞ is symmetric under the transformation
DΔ∶ ν ↔ μ5. Therefore, if due to some reasons the gen-
eration of the chiral condensate is suppressed in the
massless NJL model (1) (e.g., at low values of the chemical
potential μ, etc.), then isospin imbalance (ν ≠ 0) influences
the system in the same manner as the chiral imbal-
ance (μ5 ≠ 0).

IV. PHASE DIAGRAM

A. Dual symmetries of the general
(μ, μ5, ν, ν5)-phase diagram

In order to get phase structure of the model, one has to
find GMP (M0, Δ0) of the thermodynamic potential (16).
By analogy with the case of μ5 ¼ 0 (see Ref. [22]), where it

was shown that in the massless model (1) there is no mixed
phase, which corresponds to both M0 ≠ 0 and Δ0 ≠ 0, we
will assume that in the general case with μ5 ≠ 0 the same is
also true. So, to study the phase diagram of the massless
model (1) one can use the projections F1ðMÞ (34) and
F2ðΔÞ (35) of this TDP to the axesM andΔ, respectively. It
is necessary to determine the GMPs of these projections
with respect to M and Δ. Then, one should compare the
minimum values of these functions, and the result is the
GMP (M0, Δ0) of the whole TDP (16). (Note, that at least
one of the coordinates, M0 or Δ0, of the obtained GMP is
equal to zero.) After this, using numerical calculations, it is
necessary to study the behavior of the TDP global mini-
mum point (M0, Δ0) vs chemical potentials. The result is
the most general (μ, μ5, ν, ν5)-phase portrait of the model,
i.e., the one-to-one correspondence between any point (μ,
μ5, ν, ν5) of the four-dimensional space of chemical
potentials and possible model phases (CSB, charged PC,
and symmetric phase). However, it is clear that this four-
dimensional phase portrait is quite bulky and it is rather
hard to imagine it as a whole. So, in order to obtain a more
deep understanding of the phase diagram as well as to get a
greater visibility of it, it is very convenient to consider
different low-dimensional cross sections of this general (μ,
μ5, ν, ν5)-phase portrait, defined by the constraints of the
form ν ¼ const or μ5 ¼ const and ν5 ¼ const, etc. In the
next subsections, these different cross sections of the most
general phase portrait will be presented. But before that, let
us discuss the role and influence both of the main dualityD
(22) and constrained dualities DM (25) and DΔ (27) of the
model on the shape of its different phase portraits.
Let us discuss the form of the most general (μ, μ5, ν, ν5)-

phase portrait of the model. Suppose that at some fixed
particular values of the chemical potentials μ, μ5 ¼ A,
ν ¼ B, and ν5 ¼ C the global minimum of the TDP (16)
lies at the point, e.g., (M ¼ M0 ≠ 0, Δ ¼ 0). It means that
for such fixed values of the chemical potentials the CSB
phase is realized in the model. Then it follows from the
invariance of the TDP with respect to the main duality
transformation D (22) that at permuted chemical potential
values (i.e., at ν ¼ C and ν5 ¼ B and intact values of μ and
μ5 ¼ A) the global minimum of the TDP ΩðM;ΔÞ is
arranged at the point (M ¼ 0,Δ ¼ M0), which corresponds
to the charged PC phase (and vice versa). This is the so-
called main duality correspondence in the framework of the
model under consideration (or the duality between CSB
and charged PC phases). Hence, the knowledge of a phase
of the model (1) at some fixed values of external free model
parameters μ, ν, ν5, μ5 is sufficient to understand what a
phase (we call it dually conjugated) is realized at rearranged
values of external parameters, ν ↔ ν5, at fixed μ and
μ5 ¼ A. Moreover, different physical parameters such as
condensates, densities, etc., which characterize both the
initial phase and the dually conjugated one, are connected
by the main duality transformation D. For example, the
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chiral condensate of the initial CSB phase at some fixed μ,
ν, ν5, μ5 is equal to the charged-pion condensate of the
dually conjugated charged PC phase, in which one should
perform the replacement ν ↔ ν5. Knowing the particle
density nqðν; ν5Þ of the initial CSB phase as a function of
chemical potentials ν, ν5, one can find the particle density
in the dually conjugated charged PC phase by interchang-
ing ν and ν5 in the expression nqðν; ν5Þ, etc.
Moreover, one can apply to the point (μ, μ5 ¼ A, ν ¼ B,

ν5 ¼ C) of the general (μ, μ5, ν, ν5)-phase portrait the
constrained duality invarianceDM (25) of the TDP, if in this
point the CSB phase with chiral condensate M0 ≠ 0 is
arranged. As a result, we can conclude that in the point (μ,
μ5 ¼ C, ν ¼ B, ν5 ¼ A) (μ5 and ν5 values are permuted) at
least the metastable CSB state can be observed. However, if
due to some reason the pion condensation is suppressed
(e.g., at ν ¼ 0), then a stable CSB phase is realized in this
point with the same value M0 of the chiral condensate. In
contrast, if in the initial point (μ, μ5 ¼ A, ν ¼ B, ν5 ¼ C)
we have the charged PC phase, then [due to the constrained
duality invariance DΔ (27) of the model TDP] this phase is
at least a metastable one in the point (μ, μ5 ¼ B, ν ¼ A,
ν5 ¼ C) (μ5 and ν values are permuted) with the same pion
condensate value, etc.
The main duality transformation D of the TDP can

also be applied to an arbitrary phase portrait of the model.
In particular, it is clear that, if we have a most general
(μ, μ5, ν, ν5)-phase portrait, then under the duality trans-
formation D (which is now understood as a renaming
both of the diagram axes, i.e., ν ↔ ν5, and phases, i.e.,
CSB ↔ charged PC), this phase portrait is mapped to
itself, i.e., the most general (μ, μ5, ν, ν5)-phase portrait
is self-dual. Furthermore, the self-duality of the general
(μ, μ5, ν, ν5)-phase portrait means that, e.g., in the two-
dimensional (ν, ν5)-phase diagram regions of the CSB and
charged PC phases are arranged mirror symmetrically with
respect to the line ν ¼ ν5.
Another example is the action of the duality trans-

formation D (22) on the (ν, μ5)-phase diagram at arbitrary
fixed values of ν5 ¼ A and μ. It is clear that under this
mapping we obtain the (ν5, μ5)-phase diagram (the axis ν
on the original diagram is replaced by ν5 on the dually
conjugated one) at fixed values of ν ¼ A and μ on which
two phases, PC and CSB, are rearranged, etc.

B. The case of zero chiral isospin μI5 ≡ 2ν5
chemical potential

Recall that in the absence of chiral isospin asymmetry,
i.e., at ν5 ¼ 0, influence of the chiral chemical potential μ5
on the properties of dense and isospin symmetric (μI ¼ 0)
quark matter was investigated, e.g., in Refs. [30–37]. In
particular, it was shown there that μ5 is able to catalyze the
chiral symmetry breaking phenomenon. In the present
subsection, we are going to study a more realistic situation,
when in addition to μ and μ5 the isospin μI ≡ 2ν chemical

potential is also taken into account (but ν5 is still a zero
quantity).

1. (ν, μ5)-phase diagrams at ν5 = 0

In our previous paper [22], we have investigated
the properties of the massless NJL model (1) under the
influence of only chiral isospin imbalance, whereas the
chiral imbalance effect was ignored, i.e., the case μ5 ¼ 0
(and nonzero values of other chemical potentials ν5, ν, μ)
was considered there. In this section, we are going to
consider another limiting and more physical case when
already chiral isospin imbalance is absent, i.e., we study the
ν5 ¼ 0 cross sections of the most general (μ, μ5, ν, ν5)-
phase portrait of the model (1). As a result, in figures below,
different (ν, μ5)-phase diagrams of the model at different
fixed values of μ are depicted at ν5 ¼ 0. Let us discuss what
changes in the phase portrait, when instead of μI5 the
chemical potential μ5 acts on the system.
One can see that at values of μ ≤ 0.15 GeV (see, e.g.,

Fig. 2) there is no CSB phase. In this case, the phase
portrait is self-dual with respect to ν ↔ μ5 transformation
and the charged PC phase (in which quark number density
nq is zero) is arranged symmetrically with respect to the
line ν ¼ μ5 as it should be according to the duality relation
DΔ (27). Here we do not present the phase diagram at
μ ¼ 0 GeV, since it is very similar to the one of Fig. 2 with
μ ¼ 0.01 GeV, but the region of symmetric phase would be
thinner.
Then, as it is seen from Fig. 3, at greater values of μ the

CSB phase appears on the (ν, μ5)-phase diagrams (dual
symmetry DΔ of the TDP does not prohibit the appearance
of the CSB phase). So the charged PC phase is not
symmetric with respect to ν ↔ μ5 transformation anymore

FIG. 2. (ν, μ5)-phase diagram at μ ¼ 0.01 GeV and ν5 ¼ 0.
Here PC denotes the charged-pion condensation phase with zero
quark number density and “sym” is the symmetric phase, where
all symmetries are restored.
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and the phase diagram is not DΔ self-dual as a whole, but
anyway the charged PC phase that is present there up to
values of ν ¼ 0.3 GeV is symmetric with respect to ν ↔ μ5
reflection. Moreover, in Fig. 3, there are some regions with
a charged PCd phase, in which quark number density nq is
not zero. In contrast to the charged PC phase with nq ¼ 0,
the regions of the PCd phase are DΔ self-dual there, i.e.,
they are invariant with respect to DΔ (27) transformation.
The PCd regions in these figures correspond to rather wide
intervals of μ5 and ν (from 0.35 to 0.55 GeV). Hence, at
nonzero ν the generation of the charged PCd phase is
possible in the system even at μ5 ≠ 0, but only for chemical
potential μ values from a rather narrow interval of not so
high μ ∈ ð0.21 ÷ 0.25Þ GeV (only at comparatively low
values of μ, meaning at not so high baryon densities). Our
investigations of the case ν5 ¼ 0 show that for values of μ
outside this interval there is no generation of the charged-
pion condensation phase with nonzero particle density nq
by chiral chemical potential μ5.
Moreover, starting from μ ¼ 0.35 GeV, different (ν, μ5)-

phase portraits do not contain the charged PC phase at all
(even with nq ¼ 0). One can also see that in this case, i.e., at
μ > 0.35 GeV, the CSB phase, namely, its shape and
position in the (ν, μ5)-phase diagram as well as its behavior
vs μ, resembles (compare Figs. 4 and 5) or even equals
(where there is no PC phase) the CSB phase in the (ν, ν5)-
phase diagrams of the model (1) at μ5 ¼ 0 [22]. For
example, in Fig. 4, we have depicted the (ν, μ5)-phase
portrait at μ ¼ 0.4 GeV and ν5 ¼ 0. Comparing it with
Fig. 5, where the (ν, ν5)-phase portrait at μ5 ¼ 0 and at the
same value of μ ¼ 0.4 GeV is depicted (see also Fig. 6 in

Ref. [22]), we see that in both diagrams the CSB phase
takes the shape of the sole of a boot that points at the ν axis
(at the value of ν ¼ μ) and, except for a small region, their
sizes, positions, and forms are equal. Such a coincidence
can be explained by the constrained duality DM (25) of the
model. It tells us that if at the point (μ, μ5 ¼ 0, ν, ν5 ¼ A)
the CSB phase is arranged, then in the (dually DM
conjugated) point (μ, μ5 ¼ A, ν, ν5 ¼ 0) the CSB phase
must also be realized, if charged PC phenomenon is
suppressed in the system. And just this constraint is valid
for the phase diagram of Fig. 4, where the PC phase is
absent. So, if in the point (ν, ν5 ¼ A) of the (ν, ν5)-phase
diagram of Fig. 5 we have the CSB phase, then it is also
arranged in the point (ν, μ5 ¼ A) of the (ν, μ5)-phase

FIG. 4. (ν, μ5)-phase diagram at μ ¼ 0.4 GeV and ν5 ¼ 0. All
designations as in previous Figs. 2 and 3.

FIG. 5. (ν, ν5)-phase diagram at μ ¼ 0.4 GeV and μ5 ¼ 0. All
designations as in previous Figs. 2 and 3.

FIG. 3. (ν, μ5)-phase diagram at μ ¼ 0.23 GeV and ν5 ¼ 0.
Here CSB denotes the chiral symmetry breaking phase with zero
quark number density. CSBd and PCd denote the chiral symmetry
breaking and charged-pion condensation phases with nonzero
quark number densities, respectively. Other notations are pre-
sented in Fig. 2.
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portrait of Fig. 4 (the reverse is not necessarily true because
the PC phase is not suppressed in Fig. 5 everywhere).
Hence, knowing the position of the CSB phase in the
(ν, ν5)-phase diagram at μ5 ¼ 0, we can predict [due to the
constrained duality relation DM (25)] the position of this
phase in the (ν, μ5)-phase portrait at ν5 ¼ 0, if there is a
restriction that prohibits the existence of the charged PC
phase in the system.
Another interesting correspondence between influences

of chiral (μ5 ≠ 0) and isospin (ν ≠ 0) imbalances on the
model (1) can be found from the (ν, μ5)-phase diagram at
ν5 ¼ 0 and μ ¼ 0 (which looks very similar to the one of
Fig. 2 at μ ¼ 0.01 GeV as was mentioned above), which
does not contain any points with the CSB phase. In this
case, due to the duality DΔ, one can find out that, at the
points (μ ¼ 0, μ5 ¼ A, ν ¼ 0, ν5 ¼ 0) and (μ ¼ 0, μ5 ¼ 0,
ν ¼ A, ν5 ¼ 0) of the general phase diagram, the charged
PC phase is arranged with the same value of the condensate
Δ0, which is a GMP of the function F2ðΔÞ (35) at
ν ¼ ν5 ¼ 0. However, in this case, the function F1ðMÞ
(34) with GMP M0 is equal to F2ðΔÞ [as it follows from
(32) and (33)], soM0 ¼ Δ0, and the minima (M0, 0) and (0,
Δ0) of the TDP (16) are degenerate. In the case of ν ¼ 0, it
makes sense to choose (M0, 0) minimum because there
should not be charged PC in this case. So one can conclude
that at any value of A the quark condensate M0 at μ5 ¼ A,
ν ¼ 0 exactly equals the charged-pion condensate Δ0 at
ν ¼ A, μ5 ¼ 0. [This conclusion can be made also from the
(ν, ν5)-phase diagram at μ ¼ 0 GeV from [22] with the use
of duality DM.]
Earlier, it was established by lattice simulations and by

effective model calculations that μI generates charged-pion
condensation [10,13] and μ5 generates chiral symmetry
breaking [32] (catalysis of dynamical chiral symmetry
breaking by μ5). Our investigations show that by the
duality DΔ (or by the duality DM) these phenomena should
look exactly the same. And the (ν, T)-phase diagram of the
model should coincide with the (μ5, T)-phase diagram with
the change PC ↔ CSB, etc. Of course, all these arguments
hold only in the chiral limit and in the leading order of the
large-Nc approximation, but since zero current quark mass
seems to be a good approximation, it could hold approx-
imately in reality.

2. (μ5, μ)-phase diagrams at ν5 = 0

Earlier, it was shown in Ref. [32] that even in the case of
the unphysical case of weak coupling (when there is no
chiral symmetry breaking) and at μ ¼ 0, arbitrary small
chiral chemical potential μ5 induces (catalyzes) the CSB
phase in the NJL model at ν ¼ 0 and ν5 ¼ 0. But in this
paper a one-flavor NJL model was considered (there is
obviously no PC phenomenon there). So it was concluded
that there is a catalysis of CSB by chiral μ5 chemical
potential in the case of one flavor. However, this property of
μ5 can be trivially generalized to the case of two quark

flavors, if one ignores PC phenomenon. Indeed, look at
Fig. 6, where the (μ5, μ)-phase portrait of two-flavored NJL
model (1) is presented at zero values of ν and ν5.
Since at ν ¼ 0, μ5 ¼ 0, but ν5 ≠ 0 and μ ≠ 0, only the

CSB or symmetrical phases can be realized (see corre-
sponding phase portraits in Ref. [22]), i.e., the charged
condensate Δ is equal to zero, one can apply to the phase
diagram of Fig. 6 the DM duality transformation (25). In
this case, we should only rename the axis μ5 in the diagram
of Fig. 6 in favor of ν5. As a result, we obtain a (ν5, μ)
diagram with constraints μ5 ¼ 0 and ν ¼ 0, in which only
the CSB phase is presented. So at μ5 ¼ 0 and ν ¼ 0 chiral
isospin μI5 chemical potential catalyzes CSB in the
framework of the massless NJL model (1) in a similar
way, as it occurs in the model under consideration by action
of the μ5 at ν5 ¼ 0 and ν ¼ 0 (see also in Ref. [32]). Hence,
the catalysis of the CSB phenomenon by μI5 chemical
potential at ν ¼ 0 and μ5 ¼ 0 is dually DM conjugated to
the catalysis of the CSB by μ5 (at ν ¼ 0 and ν5 ¼ 0).
Furthermore, in the framework of the model under

consideration, the chemical potential μ5 is able to generate
(to catalyze) the charged PC phase as well (at ν5 ¼ 0 and
ν ¼ 0). Indeed, applying to a phase diagram of Fig. 6 the
dual transformation D, one can obtain the dually conju-
gated phase diagram, which is just Fig. 6 but only with
renamed phases, CSB → PC and CSBd → PCd. It means
that at μ ≠ 0 and μ5 ≠ 0, but at ν5 ¼ 0 and ν ¼ 0, the TDP
(16) has two degenerated global minima, the first of them,
i.e., the point of the form (M0 ≠ 0, Δ ¼ 0), corresponds to
CSB phase (see in Fig. 6) and the second—the point of the
form (M0 ¼ 0, Δ0 ≠ 0)—to the charged PC phase (it is
presented in the dual mapping of Fig. 6). The degeneracy of
these ground states means that, for such values of the
chemical potentials in the space filled, e.g., with CSB
phase, a bubble of the charged PC phase (and vice versa)
can be created, i.e., one can observe in space the mixture (or
coexistence) of these two phases.

FIG. 6. (μ5, μ)-phase diagram at ν5 ¼ 0 and ν ¼ 0. All
designations as in previous Figs. 2–5.
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Since at ν ¼ 0 and ν5 ¼ 0 one has two degenerated
global minima, in order to get catalysis of CSB by μ5, one
needs to choose one of the two degenerated global minima,
namely, the CSB phase. But if we have even the infini-
tesimally small value of isospin chemical potential ν, then
the global minimum corresponding to the PC phase
becomes deeper than the CSB counterpart, and there is
not any catalysis of CSB by chiral chemical potential μ5. So
the catalysis of CSB found in Ref. [32] is valid only if
isospin chemical potential ν exactly equals zero. Note that
the ability to catalyze both CSB and charged PC phenom-
ena at ν ¼ 0 is inherent only to the chiral chemical potential
μ5. The chiral isospin chemical potential μI5 is not able to
generate the charged PC phase at μ5 ¼ 0 and ν ¼ 0 [22],
and in this case, one has only one global minimum
corresponding to the CSB phase. And even at small values
of ν chiral isospin chemical potential μI5 is able to catalyze
CSB (the only requirement for this is ν5 > ν). So one can
conclude that the catalysis of the CSB by chiral isospin
chemical potential μI5 is even stronger than the one by
chiral chemical potential μ5.

C. General case: μ5 ≠ 0 and ν5 ≠ 0

Up to now, i.e., in Sec. IV B, we have investigated the
influence of only chiral imbalance (μ5 ≠ 0) on quark matter
with nonzero both baryon and isospin densities. But the
possibility for the chiral isospin asymmetry of the system
was ignored, so we have considered there the case ν5 ¼ 0.
However, since μ5 ≠ 0 catalyzes CSB [32], whereas ν5 ≠ 0
promotes charged PC [22], it is interesting to study their
combined effect on the system. So in the following we are
going to consider the case when two types of chiral
asymmetry are present, μ5 ≠ 0 and ν5 ≠ 0.

1. The case of zero isospin μI ≡ 2ν chemical potential

In this section, we consider the case of zero isospin
imbalance (μI ¼ 0) and will discuss the simultaneous
action of the chiral μ5 chemical potential (it catalyzes
the CSB phase) and chiral isospin ν5 chemical potential
(as it was shown in [22], it promotes the charged PC
phenomenon) on the phase structure of the model.
It turns out that at ν ¼ 0 one does not have to calculate

anything because there is a simpler way, which is based on
the main duality invariance (22) of the TDP. So one can
apply the duality transformation D (22) both to the (ν, μ5)-
and (μ5, μ)-phase diagrams,6 obtained in the case of ν5 ¼ 0
(see previous Sec. IV B) in order to find the dually
conjugated phase diagrams of the case ν ¼ 0. Hence, to
find, e.g., the (ν5, μ5)-phase diagram at μ ¼ 0.4 GeV and
ν ¼ 0, we should start from the corresponding (ν, μ5)-phase
diagram at μ ¼ 0.4 GeV and ν5 ¼ 0 of Fig. 4 and make the

simplest replacement of the notations in this figure: ν ↔ ν5,
PCd ↔ CSBd (note, the symmetric phase is intact under
the dual transformation D). The result is the (ν5, μ5)-phase
portrait of the model at μ ¼ 0.4 GeV and ν ¼ 0 (see
Fig. 7). It is clear from this figure that, even at zero value
of the isospin chemical potential μI ≡ 2ν, there is a
possibility for the generation of the charged PCd phase
in quark matter at nonzero values of the chiral chemical
potential μ5, but only when ν5 ≠ 0.

2. Other cross sections of the most general
(μ, μ5, ν, ν5)-phase portrait at ν ≠ 0

So far we have considered phase portraits, provided that
one of the chemical potentials μ5, ν, or ν5 is zero. As it is
clear from the remark just after Eq. (21), in this case, one
can consider only non-negative values of the remaining
chemical potentials. However, when all three chemical
potentials μ5, ν, and ν5 are nonzero, we cannot confine
ourselves only to positive signs of these quantities in order
to establish a complete phase picture of the model. But to
simplify the consideration, one can use symmetries (dual-
ities) of the TDP under the reversal of the sign of chemical
potentials (see the discussion at the end of Sec. II). So, in
this case, it is enough to take two (arbitrary) of them as non-
negative quantities and the remaining chemical potential
can have an arbitrary sign. Consequently, below, several
typical phase portraits are presented, where we assume for
definiteness that ν ≥ 0 and ν5 ≥ 0, but −∞ < μ5 < ∞.
Moreover, these diagrams clearly illustrate the fact that
there is a duality between CSB and charged PC in the case
of nonzero μ5 and ν5.
Using the above-mentioned restrictions on the values of

μ5, ν, and ν5, we have depicted in Figs. 8 and 9 the (μ5, μ)-
phase diagrams of the model. Since the first diagram

FIG. 7. (ν5, μ5)-phase diagram at ν ¼ 0 and μ ¼ 0.4 GeV. It is
a dualDmapping of the phase diagram of Fig. 4. All designations
as in previous Figs. 2–5.

6The procedure of applying the main duality transformation
D (22) to different phase diagrams is presented at the end of
Sec. IVA.
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corresponds to fixed values of ν ¼ 0.3 and ν5 ¼ 0.45 GeV,
and the second one is for the same, but interchanged values
of these chemical potentials, i.e., for fixed ν ¼ 0.45 and
ν5 ¼ 0.3 GeV, we see that the phase portraits of Figs. 8
and 9 are dually D symmetric to each other.
Finally, in Figs. 10 and 11 we have presented two (ν, ν5)-

phase diagrams at different fixed values of the remaining
chemical potentials μ and μ5. Each of these diagrams is a
self-dual with respect to duality transformation D of an
arbitrary phase portrait of the model (see at the end of the
Sec. IVA). It means that charged PC and CSB phases in a
such diagram are arranged mirror symmetrically to each
other with respect to the line ν ¼ ν5.
As a result, we see that in the most general case when, in

addition to μ ≠ 0, other chemical potentials μ5, ν, and ν5 are

also nonzero, the charged PC phase can be generated in
dense quark matter.
Let us now try to understand the whole most general (μ,

μ5, ν, ν5)-phase portrait of the model. In order to do this, it
is easier to consider the most general phase portrait in terms
of the (ν, ν5)-phase portrait at all values of μ > 0 and
−∞ < μ5 < ∞. The behavior of the (ν, ν5)-phase diagram
with respect to changing of the value of μ at μ5 ¼ 0 has
been considered in [22]. First, let us recall briefly this phase
diagram. From some values of μ, there appear two regions
of PCd and CSBd phases that have the form of soles of
boots and with increase of μ these regions drift sidewise (if
you imagine a sole of a boot) to the higher values of ν5 and
ν, respectively (see Fig. 5). Now let us consider nonzero
values of chiral chemical potential μ5. Recall that in order

FIG. 9. (μ5, μ)-phase diagram at ν5 ¼ 0.3 and ν ¼ 0.45 GeV. It
is a dual D mapping of the phase diagram of Fig. 8. All
designations as in previous Figs. 2–5.

FIG. 8. (μ5, μ)-phase diagram at ν5 ¼ 0.45 and ν ¼ 0.3 GeV. It
is a dual D mapping of the phase diagram of Fig. 9. All
designations as in previous Figs. 2–5. FIG. 10. (ν, ν5)-phase diagram at μ5 ¼ 0.3 and μ ¼ 0.3 GeV.

All designations as in previous Figs. 2–5.

FIG. 11. (ν, ν5)-phase diagram at μ5 ¼ −0.3 and μ ¼ 0.3 GeV.
All designations as in previous Figs. 2–5.
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to consider the whole phase diagram one has to consider all
values of chemical potential μ5. When μ5 is greater than
zero and increases, then these PCd- and CSBd-phase
regions go backwards (heels moves ahead) to the higher
values of ν and ν5, respectively, and from the axes ν ¼ 0
and ν5 ¼ 0 there appear other regions of PCd and CSBd
phases that also look like soles of boots but without heels
(see Fig. 10). When μ5 < 0 and its absolute value increases,
then the PCd- and CSBd-phase regions slide forwards (toe
of the boot ahead) to the smaller values of ν and ν5,
respectively (in the opposite direction of the μ5 > 0 case).
This can be seen from Fig. 11. It is clear that in both of
these cases there can be PCd phase at zero values of isospin
chemical potential (ν ¼ 0). Let us now mention what
changes when one increases baryon chemical potential
μ. The regions of PCd and CSBd phases in that respect
behave in exactly the same way as in the case μ5 ¼ 0,
namely, they go sidewise to the higher values of ν5 and ν,
respectively.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the influence of isotopic, chiral, and chiral
isospin imbalances on phase structure of dense quark
matter has been investigated in the framework of the
massless (3þ 1)-dimensional NJL model (1) with two
quark flavors in the large-Nc limit. This means that
we have investigated the phase structure of this NJL
model at nonzero baryon μB, isospin μI ≡ 2ν, chiral
isospin μI5 ≡ 2ν5, and chiral μ5 chemical potentials [see
Lagrangian (1)].
Earlier, the effect of only μB, μI , μI5 chemical potentials

(i.e., at μ5 ¼ 0) on the phase structure of quark matter was
considered in the framework of massless NJL2 and NJL4

models in Refs. [21,22], where it was shown that μI5
promotes charged PC phase with nonzero baryon density
(in Refs. [21,22] and in the present consideration this phase
is denoted as the charged PCd phase). Moreover, it was
established in these papers that in the leading order of the
large-Nc approximation there is a duality D between CSB
and charged PC phenomena, which is due to a symmetry of
the TDP with respect to the transformation (22).
Let us say a few words about the choice of using the NJL

model. As noted in the Introduction, lattice QCD in this
case is impossible because of the notorious sign problem,
so one has to use effective models in this situation. Chiral
symmetry breaking and pion condensation phenomena are
quite properly described in the framework of the NJL
model and it is straightforward to formulate the model in
the considered environment. As also discussed in the
Introduction, description of the QCD phase structure in
terms of the PNJL model is a much better approximation
and enriches it with a possibility to tackle the confinement
and deconfinement regimes. To include two more order
parameters (in the PNJL model in the case of nonzero
baryon chemical potential, we need two parameters due to

the fact that Φ ≠ Φ̄, where Φ is the Polyakov loop
parameter), one needs much more computation power,
although it probably should not change qualitatively the
results of our paper, only probably shifts slightly some
phase transition lines of CSB, PC, and symmetrical phases.
Of course, it can give even better quantitative agreement
with QCD phase structure, but even this feature requires
sometimes additional steps. For example, the critical
temperature in the PNJL model is exaggerated even
compared with the NJL model one, which is a little bit
larger than the QCD simulations predict in the first place.
To deal with this feature of the model and to reproduce the
results of lattice QCD with imaginary baryon chemical
potential, one adds the dependence of the coupling on the
Polyakov loop and studies the so-called entanglement
interaction extended PNJL model. Not to include all these
complications in our study and bearing in mind the
anticipation that it does not change qualitatively the
considered phenomena, we decided to limit ourselves to
the NJL model description of the QCD phase diagram.
However, it is in our plans to study the QCD phase
diagram with chiral asymmetry in terms of the PNJL
model but, for now, let us just say that it is possible to
show that in the leading order of large-Nc approximation
dualities (22), (25), and (27) remain intact even in the
PNJL model.
Let us summarize the central results of our paper. (Items

2–5 below refer to the case when one of μ5 or μI5 is equal to
zero. Whereas, in items 6 and 7, the properties of the model
are presented under the requirement that both μ5 and μI5 are
not zero.)
(1) It has been demonstrated that there are several

duality invariances of the TDP for the massless
NJL4 model (1) in the leading order of the large-Nc
approximation (see in Sec. III A). The main duality
is a duality correspondenceD (22) between CSB and
charged PC phenomena, which was found to take
place also in the case of ν5 ≠ 0 and μ5 ¼ 0 [21,22]. It
is a very helpful feature in the context of exploring
the phase structure. For example, phase diagrams of
Figs. 7 and 9 were obtained from other diagrams in
different planes using only this duality. Moreover,
phase portraits of Figs. 10 and 11 are self-dual with
respect to the transformation D when CSB ↔
charged PC and ν ↔ ν5. The two other DM (25)
and DΔ (27) dualities hold only at the constraints
Δ ¼ 0 and M ¼ 0, respectively. As a consequence,
if in some cross section of the general phase diagram
the CSB (or the charged PC) phenomenon does not
take place at all, then the whole cross section will be
self-dual with respect to the duality transformation
DΔ (or DM), i.e., it is symmetric under interchange
ν ↔ μ5 (under interchange ν5 ↔ μ5). For example,
the diagram of Fig. 2 is DΔ self-dual, and there the
charged PC phase is arranged symmetrically with
respect to the line ν ¼ μ5. These two dualities DM
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and DΔ in a sense dual to each other with respect to
the main duality D (see in Fig. 1).

(2) It was established in Sec. IV B 2 that at μI5 ¼ 0 and
μI ¼ 0 the chiral μ5 chemical potential is able to
catalyze both the CSB and charged PC phenomena.
The fact follows from the main duality propertyD of
the massless model (1) and means that at ν5 ¼ 0 and
ν ¼ 0 the TDP (16) has two degenerated global
minima corresponding to the CSB and charged PC
phases, i.e., in the space filled, e.g., with CSB phase,
a bubble of the charged PC phase (and vice versa)
can be created. So, one can observe in space the
mixture (or coexistence) of these two phases, if
μ5 ≠ 0, ν5 ¼ 0, and ν ¼ 0.

(3) Applying to the CSB component of this mixed state
the DM transformation (25), one can obtain the (ν5,
μ)-phase portrait of the model at μ5 ¼ 0 and μI ¼ 0,
which shows that at all values of μI5 (at μ5 ¼ 0 and
μI ¼ 0) there appears the CSB phase (or symmetric
phase at high values of μ). Hence, all the conclusions
of the work [32] that there is a catalysis of dynamical
CSB by chiral μ5 chemical potential holds exactly in
the same way for chiral isospin μI5 chemical
potential. So there is a catalysis of dynamical
CSB by chiral isospin μI5 chemical potential as
well (see Sec. IV B 2). And in order to get all the
formulas for the μI5 case, one can make the follow-
ing transformation μ5 → μI5 in the formulas of [32]
(first, of course, one has to generalize the model to
the two-flavor case, which is quite trivial).

(4) According to the constraint duality for PC phenome-
non DΔ, it was shown that chiral μ5 chemical
potential influences the PC phenomenon in exactly
the same way as isospin μI chemical potential. It can
clearly be demonstrated in the case of μI5 ¼ 0 (see,
e.g., in Fig. 2), since the charged PC phase, which
can be realized at μ5 ≠ 0, μI5 ¼ 0, and μI ¼ 0 is
dually DΔ conjugated to the charged PC phase
(charged-pion condensate, densities, etc. are exactly
the same) of the model at μI ≠ 0, μ5 ¼ 0, and
μI5 ¼ 0 (see at the end of Sec. IV B 1).

(5) As is clear from Fig. 3, chiral μ5 chemical potential
alone, in the absence of chiral isospin μI5 chemical
potential, is also able to generate the charged-pion
condensation in dense quark matter. But this hap-
pens for not very extensive regions for μ5, μI , and μ
(see the discussion in Sec. IV B 1) and for not so
large baryon densities.

(6) It was shown that chiral isospin μI5 chemical
potential generates charged-pion condensation in
dense quark matter (PCd phase) even if isospin μI
chemical potential equals zero (see Figs. 10 and 11).
For this generation to happen, one needs to have
nonzero chiral chemical potential μ5. In contrast, as
it was discussed in [22], this generation requires

nonzero values of μI in the case of μ5 ¼ 0, and in the
μI ¼ 0 case chiral μ5 chemical potential can take the
role of μI and allow this generation to happen. This
behavior is in accordance with and actually at least
can be guessed from the constraint duality DΔ (see
item 4).

(7) However, as it is easily seen from the discussion in
Sec. IV C, in the case when both types of chiral
asymmetry are present in the system (i.e., when both
μ5 ≠ 0 and ν5 ≠ 0), opportunities for the emergence
of the charged PCd phase are greatly extended.
Therefore, for reliable generation of the PCd phase
it is important to have in the system different chiral
imbalances for u and d quarks.

As it was discussed in [22] and the Introduction, the
dualities akin to ours were obtained in the framework of the
universality principle (large-Nc orbifold equivalence) of
phase diagrams in QCD and QCD-like theories in the limit
of large Nc. Are there such dualities in lattice QCD? We
believe that our results can be supported by lattice QCD
investigations, at least in the case of a zero baryon chemical
potential μB (and nonzero isotopic μI , chiral isotopic μI5, or
chiral μ5 chemical potentials). For example, some of the
phase diagrams at μ ¼ 0 can possibly be obtained in lattice
simulations and the status of the dualities of Sec. III A can
be clarified on lattice. Moreover, we hope that our results
might shed some new light on phase structure of dense
quark matter with isotopic and chiral imbalance and hence
could be important for describing physics, e.g., in heavy-
ion collision experiments or in an interior of the com-
pact stars.

APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF ROOTS
OF P�ðηÞ

In this Appendix it will be shown how to get roots of the
following quartic equation (general quartic equation could
be reduced to the one of this form),

PþðηÞ ¼ η4 − 2aþη2 þ bþηþ cþ ¼ 0:

First note that we can rewrite it as multiplication of two
quadratic equation

ðη2 þ rþηþ qþÞðη2 − rþηþ sþÞ ¼ 0;

where

−r2þ þ qþ þ sþ ¼ −2aþ; qþsþ ¼ cþ;

rþsþ − rþqþ ¼ bþ:

From the first and last equations, one finds that

qþ ¼ 1

2

�
−2aþ þ r2þ −

bþ
rþ

�
;
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sþ ¼ 1

2

�
−2aþ þ r2þ þ bþ

rþ

�
:

Substituting this into the second equation, one gets that
rþ ¼ ffiffiffiffi

R
p

, where R is a solution of the following cubic
equation

X3 þ AþX ¼ BþX2 þ Cþ; ðA1Þ

where we used notations Aþ, Bþ, Cþ that are given by

Aþ ¼ 4a2þ − cþ; Bþ ¼ 4aþ; Cþ ¼ b2þ:

All three solutions of the cubic equation (A1) are

R1;2;3 ¼
1

3

�
4aþ þ Lþffiffiffi

J3
p þ

ffiffiffi
J3

p �
; ðA2Þ

where

J ¼ 1

2

�
Kþ þ i

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4L3þ − K2þ

q �
;

Kþ ¼ 128a3þ − 36aþAþ þ 27b2þ; Lþ ¼ −3Aþ þ 16a2þ;

and
ffiffiffi
J3

p
in Eq. (A2) means each of three possible complex

valued roots. The same can be obtained for P−ðηÞ by
changing þ → −.
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